long short term memory [4] , gated recurrent unit [5] , recursive neural network [6] , convolutional neural network [7] and memory-augmented network [8] . However, the challenge of how to make the machine reason like humans in the aspect-based sentiment analysis task remains a challenge.
One possible way to give the machine a reasoning ability for aspect-based sentiment polarity is to gradually assign an increasingly precise weight to different words according to a specific aspect. First, the importance of different words with respect to a specific aspect can be captured from a global perspective. For example, in Fig. 1 , the polarity is positive with respect to the aspect term "Pastrami" and the aspect category "FOOD#QUALITY, " which are decided upon when glancing at the word "Best, " and ignoring words such as "I" and "is. " An effective deep learning approach should distinguish important degrees levels for different words according to a specific aspect.
Second, the importance of different words in the context with respect to a specific aspect can be captured by modeling the relationship between any two words in a review. Modeling the relationship between any two words in the context can learn sentiment words that are not present in a sentence. Therefore, an effective deep learning approach should have the ability to capture sentiment similarity between different words in the context, which results in the machine understanding the meaning of different sentiment expressions.
This paper proposes a multi-layered neural network architecture, named Attentionbased Sentiment Reasoner (AS-Reasoner) to deal with the problem of how to make the machine reason like humans in sentiment analysis. AS-Reasoner assigns importance degrees to different words in a sentence to capture key sentiment expressions toward for specific aspects, much like how reasoning is done by humans, then utilizes these key sentiment expressions in reasoning in the next layer. To assign different degrees to different words in a sentence, two kinds of attention mechanism are proposed: intra attention and global attention. Specifically, intra attention captures sentiment similarity between any two words in a sentence to assign weights. Global attention assigns weights by a global perspective. Experiments on all datasets demonstrate that our proposed approach obtains state-of-the-art results in terms of both aspect target and aspect category level tasks. The experimental results also indicate that our proposed approach is language-independent. 
Related work
In the field of ABSA, neural networks, especially RNN, are most commonly employed to classify the sentiment polarity of an aspect. Tang et al. [9] proposed TD-LSTM and TC-LSTM to incorporate aspects into the model. TD-LSTM divides a sentence into a left part and right part around the aspect target and each part is fed into two LSTM models with separated forward and backward sequential direction. The last hidden vectors of left LSTM and right LSTM are concatenated and fed into softmax to classify the sentiment polarity label. However, TD-LSTM does not capture the interactions between aspect target and the context. To alleviate the problem, TC-LSTM considers the semantic relation between the aspect and its context by concatenating aspect target embeddings and context word embeddings as the inputs, and sends them into two separated LSTMs in the forward and backward direction, which is similar with the strategy used in TD-LSTM. Wang et al. [10] designed AT-LSTM and ATAE-LSTM which employs the attention mechanism to explore the correlation of aspect and context. Attention mechanism can detect the import part of sentence towards a given aspect. AT-LSTM concatenates each hidden representation of LSTM and aspect target embedding as a matrix to learn attention weights by hyperbolic tangent and softmax functions. After producing attention weights, AT-LSTM can get a weighted hidden representation. The last hidden vector of LSTM and the weighted hidden representation add up to make the final sentence representation by the nonlinear function. Then, the final sentence representation is fed into softmax to decide the sentiment polarity. In order to better utilize aspect target information, ATAE-LSTM concatenates each context embedding with aspect target embedding as the input of LSTM. Using this way, the hidden vectors of LSTM can contain the information from the aspect target, which can make the model obtain more precise attention weights.
Employing only one attention mechanism may not have the ability to capture the importance of varying context words when sentiment information is distributed over a long distance in a sentence. To alleviate this problem, multiple-attention mechanisms have been adopted, such as Recurrent Attention on Memory (RAM) [11] and Interactive Attention Network (IAN) [12] . RAM utilizes multiple attentions to capture complicated features from its memory. Attention weights of memory slices in current episode can be obtained from the memory slice, the state of previous episode and the aspect target vector. The content vector can be obtained using these attention weights. GRUs are employed to combine these attention results. The last hidden vector of GRU is fed into the softmax function to predict the sentiment polarity. IAN employs multiple attentions to separately learn the representations of both contexts and targets via interactive learning. IAN utilizes average pooling to get the initial representations of context and target, and then they are injected into each other to produce attention weights. Ruder et al. [13] found that the performance of such models can be improved by modeling the inner knowledge of the review structure. Therefore, a hierarchical model, named Hierarchical bidirectional LSTM (H-LSTM) was proposed to capture the sentiment correlation of different sentences in a review. H-LSTM employs bidirectional LSTMs as a review-level LSTM and sentence-level LSTMs separately. H-LSTM stacks review-level LSTM on the top of these sentence-level LSTMs to form the hierarchical architecture.
Recently, memory networks have achieved better results in question answering [14, 15] . Tang et al. [8] introduced a multiple-hop memory network in which the context words are considered as the fact description and the aspect target is regarded as the question. Attention mechanism is employed to select related information towards the aspect target. This model can obtain better accuracy as the number of hops increases, but still may be inadequate for generating powerful attention value and word-aspect representations. Tay et al. [16, 17] proposed circular convolution and circular correlation to implement word-aspect associative fusion to mitigate the problem of weak attention weights. In circular correlation, they use the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), inverse Fast Fourier Transform and the complex conjugate of FFT to model hidden vectors of LSTM and aspect embedding. In circular convolution, the FFT and inverse FFT are employed to model hidden vectors of LSTM and aspect embedding, in which the conjugate operator is absent.
In some cases, the aspect term is formed by multiple words. The methods mentioned above take the average sum of aspect word embeddings as the word embedding of an aspect, which may result in a new word with an irrelevant word meaning and lose the sequential information of the aspect term. Some approaches have been proposed to solve the problem, such as Target-specific Transformation Networks (TNet) [18] and Aspect Target Sequence Model (ATSM) [19] . The former employs a bidirectional LSTM to model aspect term sequence and generate target-specific representations thru the interaction of each context representation and aspect term representations. The latter treats an aspect term at three granularities: radical, character and word. ATSM firstly learns the adaptive word embeddings of aspect terms thru a LSTM. Then, aspect target sequence is fed into a LSTM to model the sequence information at three granularities. Finally, ATSM designs fusion mechanisms to combine these representations from three granularities. Yang et al. [20] proposed a coattention mechanism by learning both aspect attention weights and context attention weights alternatively, which firstly focus on important targets and then learn more effective context representation. They applied the coattention mechanism into LSTM and MemNet, and achieve better results than vanilla LSTM and MemNet.
In recent year, Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [21] has achieved great success across a variety of NLP tasks. For taking advantage of BERT fully, Sun et al. [22] constructed additional auxiliary sentences towards the specific aspect by four ways and transformed ABSA into a sentence-pair classification task. Xu et al. [23] proposed a novel post-training approach on BERT in ABSA. Model can finetune the parameters of BERT by the post-training way on new dataset.
In ABSA, aspect terms need to be identified when the aspect is not given. Tang et al. [24] proposed a topic model, named joint aspect based sentiment topic (JABST), that jointly extracts aspects and opinions, then predicts the sentiment labels towards the specific aspect by modeling aspects, opinions and sentiment polarities simultaneously. In order to improve accuracy, they integrated maximum entropy into JABST, named MaxEnt-JABST, by means of the semi-supervised learning. Yu et al. [25] proposed a multi-task learning framework to implicitly capture the relations between the extracting aspect terms and opinion terms by employing a BiLSTM as the encoder. Then, they proposed a global inference method to identity aspects and opinions by explicitly modeling several syntactic constraints between aspect term extraction and opinion term extraction. Knowledge is important in natural language processing. Integrating common knowledge or other knowledge such as domain knowledge or sentiment knowledge into the ABSA task has aroused great attention. Wu et al. [26] proposed a unified model which incorporates structure and sentiment knowledge on ABSA. Structure knowledge is extracted thru clause recognition and fused in the model via the generation of multiple context representations. Sentiment knowledge is exploited through pretraining the model with the sentiment labels of documents and freezing parameters of some layers. Ma et al. [27] proposed a knowledge-rich solution to ABSA which respectively leveraged commonsense knowledge to model the aspect and its context by employing the LSTM. In order to explicitly integrate the explicit knowledge with implicit knowledge, they extended LSTM, termed Sentic LSTM. The cell of Sentic LSTM designed a separate output gate that interpolated the token-level memory and the concept-level input. Kumar et al. [28] integrated the ontologies into convolutional neural network (CNN) for predicting sentiment polarities. The goal of ontology is to facilitate knowledge towards a specific domain in such a format that can be easily understood by machines. The semantic features extracted from the ontology model are fed into the CNN for classifying.
Intuitively, the words close to an aspect term may have more influence in predicting the sentiment polarity of the specific aspect target in a sentence. Inspired by this idea, Shuang et al. [29] incorporated the location information of context words by assigning different weights in Attention-Enabled and Location-Aware Double (AELA-DLSTM), which employed Double LSTMs to capture semantic information in both forward and backward directions. A novel attention mechanism is proposed in AELA-DLSTM to make better use of the correlations between aspect words and their context words. Zeng et al. [30] put forward a new attentive LSTM, termed PosATT-LSTM, to incorporate the position-aware vectors with Gaussian kernel in the PosATT-LSTM. These position-aware influence vectors are appended into the hidden representation of the contexts on the top of LSTM layer.
Zainuddin et al. [31] proposed a new hybrid aspect-based sentiment classification for Twitter by embedding a feature selection method. These feature selection methods are rule-based methods such as the principal component analysis (PCA), latent semantic analysis (LSA), and random projection (RP) features selection methods. When multiple aspect terms in a sentence need to predict their corresponding sentiment polarities simultaneously, these methods mentioned above are powerless in this scenario. Ma et al. [32] adopted the Frobenius norm of a matrix to regularize the attention weights of all aspects in a sentence, then they injected this pattern into both position attention and content attention mechanisms to predict sentiment labels of all aspect terms in the same sentence.
In some practical applications, there is a limited amount of labeled data in this scenario. The methods which are based on supervised learning are not suitable. To solve the problem, Fu et al. [33] proposed a novel Semi-supervised Aspect Level Sentiment Classification Model based on Variational Autoencoder (AL-SSVAE) for semisupervised learning. The given aspect is sent into an encoder and then the output is sent into a decoder based on a variational autoencoder (VAE). Besides, AL-SSVAE employed the ATAE-LSTM as the aspect level sentiment classifier to model the sentiment polarity information about a specific aspect. García-Pablos et al. [34] proposed an unsupervised system based on topic model, termed W2VLDA, which incorporated continuous word embeddings and a Maximum Entropy to perform aspect category classification. W2VLDA required only one seed word per domain aspect plus one positive and one negative word independent of the domain to predict sentiment polarities of aspect terms over any unlabeled corpus. These semi-supervised and unsupervised methods can effectively avoid costly and time-consuming works such as manually labelling data.
Although the models mentioned above have achieved much success on the ABSA task, none of them can reason sentiment information and learn semantically-similar words from a sentence. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to address the ABSA task by reasoning with intra and global attentions.
Attention-based Sentiment Reasoner
The proposed AS-Reasoner model has a multi-layered architecture, as shown in Fig. 2 . Each layer of AS-Reasoner can be seen as an encoder-reasoner structure that can complete the ABSA task independently. At first, the input sequence is encoded into a sequence of vector representations by the encoder. Then, making use of these generated representations, the aspect information and the current aspect-dependent representation state, the reasoner of each layer calculates a sentence vector representation to independently predict the sentiment orientation of the aspect and updates the aspectdependent representation memory. Finally, we use the vector representation of the last layer's sentence as the final sentence representation to perform sentiment classification.
The most important part in AS-Reasoner is the reasoner module. AS-Reasoner can gradually extract informative sentiment expressions and semantically similar words in a sentence towards to the specific aspect by means of the reasoner module. The reasoner module is made up of intra attention and global attention. Intra attention is more concerned about the association relationship between any two words in a sentence. Meanwhile, global attention focuses on finding important sentiment expressions corresponding to a specific aspect from the perspective of the whole sentence. Through these two attention perspectives, the reasoner is able to gain the more precise sentence vector representation.
Meanwhile, like a cache, the aspect-dependent representation memory is only updated after output of the reasoner from the last layer, which is a vector representation. Aspectdependent representation memory is just like an extra information source consisting of an independent sentence representation of each layer, and the memory state of each layer will not change in the multi-layered architecture. Therefore, there is no need to keep the aspect-dependent representation memory continuous. Although content in aspect-dependent representation memory is a vector representation, usage of the memory component is a more symbolic way in a neural network framework. Besides, the aspect-dependent representation memory makes it possible that AS-Reasoner can train in the larger number of layers.
Model inputs
We are dealing with the sentiment classification of an aspect target t n and an aspect category u n #z n , when the aspect target level task is performed, the aspect representation can be computed as the following:
where d is the dimension of the word embedding. When the aspect category level task is performed, the aspect representation can be computed as the following: where m is the length of the aspect target, l1 is the length of the entity and l2 is the length of the attribute, d is the dimension of the word embedding. We concatenate the aspect representation with each word embedding within a sentence to get input x.
Encoder
The encoder is an RNN model, which takes the sequence x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x l as the input and is unidirectional. Here we use LSTM [35] as our encoder, which alleviates the problem of a vanishing gradient occurring in a vanilla RNN. Moreover, it can efficiently capture long-term dependencies and model the word order information contained in a sentence. For the word x n in the input sequence, its hidden state h n can be obtained from the following equations:
where LSTM denotes processing of the computing in the LSTM, c n is the memory state of the LSTM.
Aspect-dependent representation memory
In the process of human reading, we read text from end-to-end and cover to cover. The sentence semantics in our brain are continually updated by the repeated reading. When a sentence is long, we may leave out some important clues and may not remember the precise expressions. We may also repeatedly read a particular sentence to deepen our understanding. Like the process of human reading, AS-Reasoner relies on sentence representations to predict the sentiment polarity of the aspect, one important work is how to more effectively and reasonably store these vector representations. Our proposed solution is to design extra memory for storage and updating. The memory thus provides decisive information for the reasoner to produce an inference result. Aspect-dependent representation memory consists of the reasoner's output from each layer, i.e., where n ′ is the number of the layers, it is a hyper-parameter, ĉ 1 is initialized by the normal distribution where the mean is 0 and the stand deviation is 0.01, and, r denotes the output of the reasoner. Aspect-dependent representation memory is more like a list.
Reasoner
Based on aspect-dependent representation memory, we can store the semantics of a sentence as an object that is a highly abstract generalization. In human reading, sentiment polarity is predicted by the sentence semantics that we have processed in our brain. Additionally, the aspect information also needs to be considered in the reasoning, because the aspect is a concern in the ABSA task. As for human understanding of
text, different importance degrees for different words are assigned that correspond to a specific aspect. Thus, a better decision on meaning can be achieved by applying aspect information, and the current word and aspect-dependent representations in the attention mechanism.
In this paper, we propose two attention mechanisms to alleviate the problem of how to precisely capture sentiment expressions in ABSA to reason: intra attention and global attention.
Intra attention
Sentiment similarity between two words in a sentence can be used to identify import sentiment expressions and assign reasonable weights to different words in a specific sentence. For example, the sentence "The wine list is interesting and has many good values" contains two aspect categories. For the aspect category "DRINKS#STYLE_OPTIONS", the model first learns that the word "interesting" implies a positive sentiment polarity. Then the model can infer that the aspect category "DRINKS#PRICES" is also positive, referring to a sentiment similarity between "interesting" and "good". For the aspect target "wine list", capturing the sentiment similarity between both words can confirm with increased certainty sentiment polarity.
The overall architecture of intra attention is shown in Fig. 3 . Specially, attention weight α i between each word's hidden state of encoder h i , and the aspect-dependent memory vector ĉ i can be obtained in the following formulas: (6) where n is the number of context length, W u ∈ R n×3d , u i ∈ R n×1 , representing the association relationship between the current word and other words in a sentence, p i ∈ R , a i ∈ R , max-pooling denotes a max-pooling operation which the step is 1, where the height of the window size is 1 and the weight of the window size is n . We can obtain word embedding of the most relevant word responding to the current word.
Then we compute sentence representation s k as a weighted sum of the hidden state of the encoder on the weights, i.e., where n is the number of the layer in AS-Reasoner, and r k denotes the output vector of the k-th layer.
Global attention
Global attention captures key sentiment expressions from a global perspective within a sentence, and not just the sentiment similarity between any two word within a sentence.
The overall architecture of global attention is shown in Fig. 4 . We can get attention weight α i between each word's hidden state of encoder h i , and the aspect-dependent representation memory vector ĉ i thru the following formulas:
where n is the number of context length,
Fig. 4 The overall architecture of global attention
After computing the global attention weights, sentence representation s k is obtained as a weighted sum of the hidden state of the encoder on the weights, and the computational formula is the same as that in Eq. (10) . The output vectors of the attention mechanism are viewed as the output representations of the reasoner. They are then used to update the aspect-dependent representation memory.
Combining both attention perspectives
Two kinds of attention are used separately in the reasoner to capture the differences in the importance of different words. We can also use both attention mechanisms to get more informative sentence representation to improve the model's performance.
After computing sentence representation by intra attention s k intral and sentence representation by global attention s k global , we can get a compact sentence representation by:
where n ′ is the number of the layer in AS-Reasoner, and r k denotes the output vector of the k-th layer.
Softmax layer
We feed the sentence representation of the last layer s n ′ to a softmax function to perform the ABSA task. The sentiment polarity of the aspect can be computed as the following:
where
, K is the number of sentiment class.
Model training
We use the cross-entropy function as the loss function to train the proposed model in an end-to-end approach. Given training data x i , e i , y i , where x i denotes the i-th sentence, e i denotes the corresponding aspect and y i denotes the one-hot representation of the ground-truth sentiment polarity for the current sentence and the current aspect. The loss function is defined as:
where N is the number of training samples.
Experimentation

Experimental settings
We perform aspect term level ABSA task on four Chinese datasets [19] which are camera, car, notebook and phone domains and four English datasets which are restaurant and laptop domains form SemEval-2014 and two restaurant domains from SemEval-2015
and SemEval-2016 respectively. We conduct aspect category level ABSA task on the restaurant domain form SemEval-2015. The four Chinese datasets contain two sentiment polarities, i.e., positive or negative. The other English datasets contain three sentiment polarities, i.e., positive, neutral or negative. The statistical information of all datasets is shown in Table 1 . Glove [36] 300-dimension word embeddings are adopted as word embeddings in all English datasets. We randomly initialize word embeddings in Chinese datasets and other all parameters in out proposed model by uniform distribution in [− 0.01, 0.01]. Adam [37] is employed as model's optimization algorithm and the learning rate is 0.001. Dropout [38] is used to are the regularization strategy and is set to 0.5. Accuracy and Macro-F1 are employed to evaluate the performance of the model.
Experimental results
In this subsection, we compared our proposed approach with some state-of-the-art approaches to comprehensively evaluate the performance of AS-Reasoner.
1. LSTM [10] : This approach employs LSTM to encode a specific sentence to predict sentiment polarity. 2. TD-LSTM [9] : This approach employs two LSTMs to encode the sentence from two opposite directions respectively.
Table 1 The statistical information of all datasets
We use "-" to indicate that the dataset doesn't contain this kind of class. We use 'Len. ' to represent the max length of the sentence. We respectively use "2014", "2015" and "2016" to represent that the dataset is belong to SemEval 2014, 2015 and 2016 3. TC-LSTM [9] : This approach extends TD-LSTM by concatenating aspect embedding with the context embeddings. 4. ATAE-LSTM [10] : This approach employs an attention mechanism and LSTM to learn sentence representation. 5. MemNN [8] : This approach regards the context as the fact and views aspect as the query to predict sentiment polarity. 6. IAN [12] : This approach employs the attention and pooling mechanisms to model the context and aspect separately. 7. RAM [11] : This approach uses multiple attention mechanisms to capture the importance of different words and combine the result in a non-linear way. 8. ATAM-S [19] : This approach encodes the sentence and aspect with word granularity. 9. ATAM-F [19] : This approach encodes the sentence and aspect in three granularities and combines them in two ways. 10. Word&Clause-Level ATT [39] : This approach employs word-level and clause-level attentions to predict sentiment. 11. AS-Reasoner-Intra: This approach is our approach which only employs intra attention. 12. AS-Reasoner-Global: This approach is our approach which only employs global attention. 13. AS-Reasoner: This approach is our approach which combines both intra attention and global attention to learn and obtain a more informative and precise sentiment representation.
Datasets
The experimental results for the aspect term level ABSA task on the four English datasets are shown in Table 2 . We use "-" to denote that the model didn't report experimental results on the dataset in the original paper. From Table 2 , we can see that ASReasoner-I and AS-Reasoner-G obtain the better results than the other state-of-the-art methods. The difference between AS-Reasoner-I and AS-Reasoner-G is that the former uses intra-attention in the reasoner module and the latter uses global attention in the reasoner module. These Results verify the effect of the reason mechanism in the proposed model and our assumption. AS-Reasoner is an ensemble model of AS-Reasoner-I and AS-Reasoner-G. AS-Reasoner performs best in three datasets and achieves a We believe the first reason why AS-Reasoner wins over other state-of-the-art methods is that we explicitly design the reason module to detect the important context words towards to the specific aspect target, which plays a decisive role in deciding the polarity of the specific aspect target. Intra and global attention in the proposed model can effectively extract informative sentiment expressions and semantically similar words between the context. The intra attention pays more attention to the association relationship between any two words in a sentence. The global attention focuses on finding beneficial sentiment expressions from a sentence towards the specific aspect target. As a result, the model can learn more precise sentence vector representations.
The second reason is that we design a multi-layered architecture. Each layer in ASReasoner can be seen as an encoder-reasoner structure. The reasoner of the high-level layer can make use of the generated representation of the lower-level layer to gradually learn to find semantic similarity between the words in the context and obtain the more informative aspect-dependent representation.
The third reason is that we propose an explicit aspect-dependent representation module, which is used to store the output of each encoder-reasoner layer and transfer these aspect-dependent representations into other layers. The specific module is essentially a residual connection between different layers, so it makes model training in the larger number of layers possible.
In order to evaluate whether our model is language-independent, we conducted extra experiments on four Chinese datasets. The results are shown in Table 3 in comparison with several of the top state-of-the-art methods, namely ATAM-S, RAM, IAN, MemNN, ATAE-LSTM, TD-LSTM and LSTM. AS-Reasoner achieves the highest accuracy and macro-F1 in all Chinese datasets by around 0.71-2.58%, 2.27-4.57%, respectively. The validity of the proposed model is further verified. The main reason is that our proposed model can continually learn the more informative aspect-dependent representation by the multiple-layered encoder-reasoner structure and the aspect-dependent representation module.
Results of aspect category level ABSA
To further verify the generalization capacity and test whether our proposed model is effective in the related ABSA task, we conduct aspect category level ABSA experiments in SemEval 2015 restaurant dataset. The experimental results are shown in Table 4 . Our proposed model achieves the best accuracy in the dataset. AS-Reasoner is 0.87% higher than the state-of-the-art approach in the aspect category level task. That indeed proves the powerful generalization capacity of the proposed model. Besides, it verifies that our assumption is correct.
Effect of layer number
In this section, we focus on the number of encoder-reasoner in the proposed model. AS-Reasoner is a multi-layered architecture, and the number of layers is a hyper-parameter in our proposed model. The accuracy of the different number of layers is illustrated in Fig. 5 . In the aspect-term level, we reported the experimental results on four Chinese datasets. In the aspect-category level, we reported experimental results for the Figure 5 shows that accuracy increases with an overall increase in the number of layers. Thus, the best accuracy is obtained when the number of layers is 9 for most scenarios.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a multiple-layered attention reasoning model, named AS-Reasoner, to alleviate the problem of how to capture precise sentiment expressions to reason in an ABSA task. AS-Reasoner is consisted of three import modules in each hop/layer: Encoder, Reasoner and Aspect-dependent Representation Memory. Encoder is designed to learn the sequence information and combine the context with an aspect. Reasoner is used to reason. Reasoner utilizes intra attention and global attention to continuously capture more informative sentiment expression words to implement reasoning. Intra attention can capture the semantic relevance of any two words in a sentence given an aspect target and then select the relevant vectors towards the specific aspect target. Global attention captures the import parts of a sentence by directly assigning attention weights, which does not consider the similarity between two words. Aspect-dependent Representation Memory is used to store these attention results and transform them into next layer for reasoning. Abundant experiments on all the datasets demonstrated that the proposed model acquires state-of-the-art results and verified that it is languageindependent. In our future work, we would like to incorporate common knowledge into the proposed model. Furthermore, we would like to apply AS-Reasoner to other natural language processing tasks.
